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ABSTRACT
The currently proposed space debris remediation
measures include the active removal of large objects and
“just in time” collision avoidance by deviating the
objects using, e.g., ground-based lasers. These
techniques require precise knowledge of the attitude
state and state changes of the target objects. In the
former case, e.g. to devise methods to capture the target
with a tug spacecraft, in the latter, to precisely propagate
the orbits of potential collision partners, as disturbing
forces like air drag and solar radiation pressure depend
on the attitude of the objects.
A reliable and prompt determination of the attitude and
attitude motion of an inactive spacecraft is also required
in contingency situations.
The paper will describe new techniques to determine
space debris attitude states and to model their temporal
evolution by combining heterogeneous observations
from different ground-based observation techniques
including synthetic aperture radar measurements, optical
light curve observations, and cooperative laser ranging
measurements. Results for a set of decommissioned or
lost LEO, MEO and HEO spacecraft and upper stages
will be presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

The classical example where a prompt knowledge of the
attitude state of a space object is required is the loss of
contact with or the control of a spacecraft.
Communication with the spacecraft is in most cases
only possible during periods when the on-board antenna
is oriented towards the Earth and the actual orientation
is thus a crucial parameter when investigating the
possible reasons for a loss of contact. Similarly the
attitude motion may provide crucial information to
determine possible causes and remediation measures in
contingency situations.
Recently the determination of attitude states, and in
particular rotation rates, of space objects became a topic
of interest in the space debris community. This is to be
seen in the context of the multitude of techniques which
are currently proposed to remove space debris from
orbit or to re-orbit them into disposal orbits. The
majority of the techniques to remove large objects,

which are driving the evolution of the space debris
population on the long term, require capturing the target
with a robotic arm, a net, a harpoon, or another
mechanism. The attitude motion is in all these cases a
critical parameter and the maximum tolerable target
rotation rate is limited.
Another application where the attitude state of the
object plays an import role is the orbit determination
and orbit propagation as disturbing forces like air drag
and solar radiation pressure depend on the attitude of
the object. Precise predictions are required to prevent
collisions between objects in space. If one of the
potential collision partners in a predicted close
conjunction is manoeuvrable, a collision avoidance
manoeuvre may be performed. The efficiency of such
manoeuvres is critically depending on the accuracy of
the orbit prediction. New techniques are required if both
objects are non-manoeuvrable. One proposed technique
consists in nudging the objects by means of groundbased (or space-based) lasers. Again, the interaction of
the laser beam with the target and thus the orbit change
depends on the attitude motion of the object.
2
2.1

OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES
Passive optical observations

The temporal variation of the magnitude of an object,
the so-called light curve, is a traditional technique to
determine the attitude motion of space objects. Light
curves are commonly used in the astronomical
community to determine physical characteristics of
minor planets, namely their rotation rate, spin axis
direction, shape, and surface properties. An example of
a light curve of a tumbling upper stage in GEO and the
reconstructed phase are given in Figure 1. (If not noted
otherwise, all illustrations are from the “Swiss Optical
Ground Station and Geodynamics Observatory
Zimmerwald” near Bern, Switzerland, an establishment
of the Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern.)
Another passive optical technique to determine the
attitude and the attitude motion is the acquisition of a
series of resolved images of the target, so-called direct
imaging. Ground-based observations suffer from
atmospheric turbulence limiting the resolution of direct
images. Large object in LEO, however, may be resolved
by applying adaptive optics techniques or by “lucky-
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imaging”. Thhe latter consiist in taking a large numbeer of
short exposuures with inteegration times << 1s whichh in
some lucky ccases may “freeeze” the turbulence.

Figure 1. Ligght curve (botttom) and recconstructed phhase
(top) of the G
GEO upper staage 2001-045D
D.

maass of the objeect.
If the target is
i non-coopeerative, i.e. not carryingg
retroreflectors, laser ranginng becomes challenging..
Neevertheless, reecent experim
mental studies showed thatt
lasser tracking of non-coopperative large objects iss
possible [2]. The ranges for th
these targets are
a two orderss
of magnitude less accurate thhan for cooperrative targets,,
as the photons may
m be refleccted by any su
urface part off
thee object (the so-called
s
targget depth is off the order off
thee size of the object). Undeer favorable circumstances
c
s
and
d for large ob
bjects it is poossible to deriive spin ratess
fro
om such observations.

Fig
gure 2. SLR range residuaals in ns of a pass of thee
rottating ENVIS
SAT spacecraaft. The perriodic signall
refflects the attitude motion off the retrorefl
flector aroundd
thee centre of mass of the objecct.
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2.2

Radaar techniquees

Similarly to the optical teechniques, rad
dar measuremeents
of the tempooral variation of the radar cross-section
c
m
may
be used to ddetermine atttitude states and
a in particuular
rotation ratess of space objects. Two-dim
mensional imaages
in the radar domain are obtained by applying inveerse
synthetic apperture radarrs (ISAR) techniques.
t
T
This
technique exxploits the chhanging attitu
ude of the obj
bject
with respectt to the radaar [1]. Note that in orderr to
reconstruct tthe image froom the radar data the attittude
motion of thee objects has to be estimateed from the saame
data. The generation of ISAR im
mages and the
determinationn of the objecct’s attitude arre thus intimaately
related.
2.3

RESULTS FROM OB
BSERVATIO
ONS

Ass the first example
e
we present obsservations off
PA
AKSAT 1 (19
996-006A), a GEO spaceccraft which iss
nott attitude stab
bilized. Its ligght curve from
m 07.11.20144
can
n be seen in
i Figure 3.. Plotted is the relativee
maagnitude (veertical axis,, internal uncalibratedd
maagnitudes) versus time (horiizontal axis).

Satelllite laser raanging

For space oobjects equippped with rettroreflectors, socalled cooperative targeets, Satellite Laser Rangging
(SLR) is a well-establishhed technique, provided that
precise orbiit predictions are availab
ble and that the
retroreflectorrs are always pointing towards the Earthh. If
a cooperative target startss rotating or tumbling,
t
it m
may
be still possiible to obtain classical rang
ge measuremeents
during the peeriods where the retroreflector is visiblee by
the observer. These meassurements willl then reveal the
motion of thee retroreflectoor around the center of masss of
the spacecrafft. An exampple is given in
n Figure 2 whhich
shows SLR rrange residualls in ns of a paass of the rotatting
ENVISAT sspacecraft. Thhe periodic siignal reflects the
attitude motiion of the retroreflector around the centree of

Fig
gure 3. Lig
ght curve of PAKSAT (1996-006A))
(7.11.2014).
A phase reconsttruction was pperformed, sttarting with a
perriod of 550s, manually derrived from the light curve..
Th
he best phase was found foor a period off 581s (Figuree
4). This examplee shows a rathher complex phase
p
functionn
duee to the comp
plex shape of the object. An
A example off
observations of a N1 rocket uupper stage in
n LEO (1978--

018B), is givven in Figuree 5. This high
hly resolved liight
curve from thhe ZIMLAT CMOS
C
camerra acquired att the
Swiss Opticcal Ground Station and Geodynam
mics
Observatory Zimmerwaldd shows a fasst rotating obj
bject
with a rater ssimple shape and
a a spin period of 5.31s.

Fig
gure 6. SLR ra
ange residuals
ls (top) and hiigh resolutionn
lig
ght curve (bottom) of thhe decommisssioned LEO
O
sattellite TOPEX
X (1992-052A)
A) simultaneou
usly acquiredd
on 28.11.2015.

Figure 4. Reeconstructed phase
p
of PAKS
SAT (1996-0006A)
from a light curve acquuired on 07.1
11.2014 with an
extracted appparent periodd of 581s.

Spin rates for the non-opera
rational Envissat spacecraftt
weere derived from
f
SLR oobservations performed
p
att
Zim
mmerwald. These
T
range m
measurementss refer to thee
retroreflector on
n EnviSat andd reflect the motion
m
of thee
lattter around thee center of maass of the spaccecraft. Figuree
7 shows
s
the syn
nodic (blue) aand the sidereal (red, greenn
forr clockwise and counterrclockwise ro
otation) spinn
perriods of Envissat as determinned by these observations.
o

Fig
gure 7. Evollution of thee synodic (bllue) and thee
sid
dereal (red, grreen for clockkwise and counterclockwisee
rottation) spin periods
p
of Ennvisat as deteermined from
m
SLR
R observation
ns from Zimmeerwald.
Figure 5. Liight curve off 1978-018B from
f
10.02.20015,
mes
acquired witth the ZIMLAT
T CMOS cam
mera at 67 fram
per second.
An examplee of simultanneously acqu
uired SLR raange
residuals annd a high reesolution ligh
ht curve of the
decommissiooned LEO sattellite TOPEX
X (1992-052A
A) is
was
given in Figgure 6. The spin
s
period att this epoch w
about 12s whhich is very short
s
given th
hat the spaceccraft
was switchedd off in Januarry 2006. After almost 10 yeears
an initial atttitude motionn is expected
d to be dam
mped
completely.

Fin
nally an ISA
AR image of Envisat acq
quired by thee
Traacking and Im
maging Radarr (TIRA) of th
he Fraunhoferr
FH
HR [3] is giveen in Figure 8. The generation of suchh
images includess the determinnation of the instantaneouss
attiitude motion (rotation axxis and spin rate) of thee
objject.

Figure 8. IISAR image of Envisat acquired
a
by the
Tracking andd Imaging Raadar (TIRA) of the Fraunhoofer
FHR, Germaany (from [1]).
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FUSIN
NG THE DA
ATA

Attitude statees can in mosst cases not bee directly deriived
from the raw
w observatioons. Direct in
nversion of liight
curves to obttain attitude sttates and objeect shapes is, ee.g.,
impossible inn the generall case. In the first place, liight
curves allow
w determiningg the apparentt spin rate off an
object. If thee shape of thee object is kn
nown and sim
mple,
e.g. a simplee cylinder, theere are ways to determine the
rotation rate and the spin axis orientatio
on, provided that
light curves w
were acquiredd with a wide range of view
wing
geometries [[4]. Another approach is to use forw
ward
modelling trrying to fit thhe observed light curve w
with
simulated daata by adjustting the attitu
ude and attittude
motion in thhe model [5]. Obviously th
he shape and the
details of thhe surface reflection
r
pro
operties, i.e. the
bidirectional reflectance distribution
d
fu
unctions (BRD
DF)
need to be kknown. For moost space objeects the latter are
not known annd simplifyingg assumption are necessaryy.
SLR observaations of coopperative objeccts are somew
what
simpler to haandle, as the position
p
of thee retroreflectoor in
the body-fixeed system is usually
u
well known.
k
Analyssing
the observattion geometriies where SL
LR observatiions
was
were successsful, i.e. wherre the retrorefflector array w
“visible” froom the statiion, constrains the posssible
attitudes. Appplying some additional asssumptions on the
spin axis in the bodyy-fixed fram
me then alloows
determining the spin axxis orientation
n in the inerrtial
frame [6].
The generatioon of radar im
mages require a shape modeel of
the object (aand some furrther assumptiions) in orderr to
determine thhe spin axis orientation an
nd the spin rate
from the sam
me data.
All above-m
mentioned methhods to determ
mine the attittude
state fail, iff the space object is in
n a complicaated

tum
mbling motion
n. This is in particular thee case for thee
con
nstruction off ISAR imagges. On the other hand,,
ind
dication of a complicated attitude motion is usuallyy
cleearly seen in liight curves. Itt is thus obvio
ous that fusionn
of the different data types w
would be beneficial to fullyy
exp
ploit the complementary innformation in
n the differentt
observables. Ideally one wo
would set up a parameterr
esttimation probllem in order too estimate thee attitude statee
(in
n the body-fixed and the innertial frame) directly from
m
thee fused dataa. However, given the many modell
unccertainties fo
or the indivvidual techniiques and a
parrticular space object (e.g. uunknown surfaace BRDFs orr
unk
known radar scattering pproperties), this approachh
might be too am
mbitious to sttart with. In order
o
to learnn
ore about how
w to model thee observations of individuall
mo
objjects, forward
d modelling iis required in
n a first step..
E.g
g. the ESA In-Orbit Tuumbling Anallysis (iOTA))
sim
mulation tool [5]
[ may be ussed to determine an attitudee
staate which beest fits a pparticular ligh
ht curve, too
pro
opagate this atttitude state too the epoch off another lightt
currve and to perrform a compaarison which allows then a
reffinement of the model. Siimilarly, the attitude statee
dettermined by passive
p
opticaal observations can be usedd
to simulate SLR
R observationss of the same object,
o
or vicee
verrsa [7]. The same
s
state coould also be propagated
p
too
thee epoch of IS
SAR measureements of thee same objectt
and
d used as inpu
ut data to facillitate the imag
ge generation..
Ev
ventually the model and tthe attitude state
s
may bee
iterratively imprroved using forward mo
odelling andd
com
mparison with
h all measurem
ment types.
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SUMMAR
RY

Th
he determinattion of attitu
tude states (attitude
(
andd
attiitude motion
n) of spacee objects is particularlyy
imp
portant in con
ntingency casses. Furthermo
ore, all futuree
acttive debris reemoval conceepts will requ
uire precise a
priiori knowledg
ge of the attittude state. Similarly, orbitt
dettermination and
a
orbit proopagation dep
pend on thiss
kno
owledge, as disturbing
d
forc
rces like air drag
d
and solarr
rad
diation pressure depend onn the attitude of the object..
Th
his will becom
me a crucial ccomponent in a future highh
preecision space debris orbit catalogue useed to preventt
colllisions.
Cu
urrently three major techniqques are used
d to determinee
attiitude states of
o space debri
ris objects: Paassive opticall
light curves, sateellite laser rannging, and dirrect optical orr
rad
dar imaging. In general alll these techniques are nott
ablle to provid
de attitude sstates directlly from thee
observation with
hout making ssome more orr less justifiedd
asssumptions. A fusion of thhe data from the differentt
tecchniques is thu
us required. FFirst attempts are currentlyy
und
dertaken by using forwaard modellin
ng simulationn
too
ols.
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